CIRCULATING MATERIALS

B843.G46 2017
Pain, pleasure, and the greater good: from the Panopticon to the Skinner box and beyond / Cathy Gere.

BD435 .H317 2018
Aristotle's way: how ancient wisdom can change your life / Edith Hall.

BF378.E94 E67 2019
Range: why generalists triumph in a specialized world / David Epstein.

BF431 .M37313 2019
Morphing intelligence: from IQ measurement to artificial brains / Catherine Malabou; translated by Carolyn Shread.

BF575.E55 B43 2018
I feel you: the surprising power of extreme empathy / Cris Beam.

BF721.S63 2018 v. 83 No. 3
The mother-child attachment partnership in early childhood: secure base behavioral and representational processes / edited by Germán E. Posada, Harriet S. Waters; with commentaries by Brian E. Vaughn and Elaine Reese; Patricia J. Bauer, series editor.

D763.N6 C455 2017
Doomed before the start: the allied intervention in Norway 1940 / Niall Cherry.

DD17 .H39 2019
The shortest history of Germany: from Julius Caesar to Angela Merkel: a retelling for our times / James Hawes.

DD256.3 .T47 2019
Defying Hitler: the Germans who resisted Nazi rule / Gordon Thomas and Greg Lewis.

DE25.N48 1972
The New Century handbook of classical geography / edited by Catherine B. Avery.

DF261.S8 C65 2018
A companion to Sparta / edited by Anton Powell.

DG808 .A33 2018
The eternal city: a history of Rome / Ferdinand Addis.

DS371.412 .W33 2018

DS559.62.U6 H86 1999
The turning: a history of Vietnam Veterans Against the War / Andrew E. Hunt.

DS821.5.U6 P95 2018
Japan in the American century / Kenneth B. Pyle.
Sea people: the puzzle of Polynesia / Christina Thompson.

The American image: photographs from the National Archives, 1860-1960 / Exhibitions staff, Office of Educational Programs, National Archives and Records Service. General Services Administration; with an introduction by Alan Trachtenberg.

The good immigrant: 26 writers reflect on America / edited by Nikesh Shukla and Chimene Suleyman.

Free all along: the Robert Penn Warren civil rights interviews / edited by Stephen Drury Smith and Catherine Ellis.

Daniel Morgan: a revolutionary life / Albert Louis Zambone.

Patriots: the men who started the American Revolution / A.J. Langguth.


Illusions of emancipation: the pursuit of freedom and equality in the twilight of slavery / Joseph P. Reidy.

They were her property: white women as slave owners in the American South / Stephanie E. Jones-Rogers.

Exposing slavery: photography, human bondage, and the birth of modern visual politics in America / Matthew Fox-Amato.


From Cedar Mountain to Antietam / Edward J. Stackpole; commentary by D. Scott Hartwig; foreword by William C. Davis.

The Seven Days: the emergence of Lee / by Clifford Dowdey; introduction to the Bison book edition by Robert K. Krick.

The Fredericksburg campaign: drama on the Rappahannock / Edward J. Stackpole; commentary by D. Scott Hartwig; foreword by Jay Luvaas.

Chancellorsville: Lee's greatest battle / Edward J. Stackpole; commentary by D. Scott Hartwig; foreword by William C. Davis.

They met at Gettysburg / by Edward J. Stackpole.
Twilight at Little Round Top: July 2, 1863, the tide turns at Gettysburg / Glenn W. LaFantasie.

By sea and by river: the naval history of the Civil War / by Bern Anderson.

Gray raiders of the sea: how eight Confederate warships destroyed the Union's high seas commerce / Chester G. Hearn.

Bringing down the Colonel: a sex scandal of the Gilded Age, and the "powerless" woman who took on Washington / Patricia Miller.

The heartbeat of Wounded Knee: native America from 1890 to the present / David Treuer.

This is the way the world ends: how droughts and die-offs, heat waves and hurricanes are converging on America / Jeff Nesbit.

Stronger abs and back / Dean Brittenham, Greg Brittenham.

Critical statistics: seeing beyond the headlines / Robert de Vries.

The global economy as you've never seen it / Thomas Ramge and Jan Schwochow with Adrian Garcia-Landa; translation by Jonathan Green.

All God's dangers: the life of Nate Shaw / Theodore Rosengarten.

Disruption in Detroit: autoworkers and the elusive postwar boom / Daniel J. Clark.

The food sharing revolution: how start-ups, pop-ups, and co-ops are changing the way we eat / Michael S. Carolan.

In good times prepare for crisis: from the great depression to the great recession: sovereign debt crises and their resolution / Ira W. Lieberman.

Women's rights (1429-2017) / editor, Michael Shally-Jensen, PhD.

Invisible women: data bias in a world designed for men / Caroline Criado Perez.

Accessible America: a history of disability and design / Bess Williamson.

Milk of paradise: a history of opium / Lucy Inglis.
The profession and practice of horticultural therapy / authors: Rebecca L. Haller, Karen L. Kennedy, Christine L. Capra.

Stories from the tenth-floor clinic : a nurse practitioner remembers / Marianna Crane.


Manual for survival : a Chernobyl guide to the future / Kate Brown.

The robotic imaginary : the human and the price of dehumanized labor / Jennifer Rhee.

Wizard : the life and times of Nikola Tesla : biography of a genius / Marc J. Seifer.

Apollo 8 : the thrilling story of the first mission to the Moon / Jeffrey Kluger.

Unsavory truth : how food companies skew the science of what we eat / Marion Nestle.

A woman's place : the inventors, rumrunners, lawbreakers, scientists & single moms who changed the world with food / Deepi Ahluwalia & Stef Ferrari ; illustrated by Jessica Olah.

How to taste : the curious cook's handbook to seasoning and balance, from umami to acid and beyond--with recipes / Becky Selengut.

Notes from a young Black chef : a memoir / Kwame Onwuachi with Joshua David Stein.

Hotbox : inside catering, the food world's riskiest business / Matt Lee and Ted Lee.

Raven Rock : the story of the U.S. government's secret plan to save itself -- while the rest of us die / Garrett M. Graff.

REFERENCE MATERIALS

The new Bible dictionary / J.D. Douglas.

The new Westminster dictionary of the Bible / Edited by Henry Snyder Gehman.

Dictionary of battles / Rev. and updated by George Bruce.
The complete resource guide for people with disabilities.


The dictionary of foreign terms in the English language / David Carroll.


Dictionary of film and television terms / by Virginia Oakey.

The reader's handbook of famous names in fiction, allusions, references, proberbs, plots, stories, and poems. Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1899.

Twentieth century authors, first supplement : a biographical dictionary of modern literature / edited by Stanley J. Kunitz, Vineta Colby.

The Nazi era, 1919-1945 : a select bibliography of published works from the early roots to 1980 / compiled by Helen Kehr and Janet Langmaid.

The atomic papers : a citizen's guide to selected books and articles on the bomb, the arms race, nuclear power, the peace movement, and related issues / by Grant Burns.

Lesbians in print : a bibliography of 1,500 books with synopses / Margaret Gillon.